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The 7 Rules of Financial Liberty
Knowing the 7 most important rules of personal finance will change the game
for you. This understanding and insight will give you a new financial paradigm,
one that will significantly enhance your financial security and freedom.
Strong words, yes. But not when you consider how many Americans live day to
day worrying about their retirement. And we’re not just talking about individuals with limited means, we’re talking about people who’ve had good jobs for
years. People who’ve saved and invested, but because they didn’t know the
rules, they didn’t win like some people did.
We want to help change that. It starts with understanding how the system
works. In order to free your finances, you need to know the rules.

“Until you wake up from the American Dream,
financial uncertainty will be your American Reality.”
- Sam Legaspi
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#1: The Rule of 72
The Rule of 72 is a simple equation that can calculate how long it would take money to double
given a certain interest rate.
Knowing The Rule of 72 can be a cornerstone to having more clarity about one's financial future.
Applying the formula will give individuals the ability to simply calculate an approximate amount of
money they would need to save today in order for it to be worth a certain dollar amount in the
future. The Rule of 72 is a very simple and quick way for people to look into their financial futures.
WHAT TO DO

Listen to our podcast on “The Rule of 72” at financiallibertypodcast.blubrry.net
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#2: Big Front Door, Small Back Door
Jerry Jones, the owner of the Dallas Cowboys, had a conversation with the then newly drafted and
signed running back Emmitt Smith about finances. After Emmitt had just spent $100,000 on a new
sports luxury vehicle with his new fortune, Jerry gave Emmitt the best advice he had ever received:
“Have a big front door and a small back door. Take in as much as you can, and spend as little as
you can.”
We’ve all heard the stories about coming from humble beginnings to reaching fame and fortune
as well as what the lottery effect has on people. How overspending money has decimated a
promised future. This behavior is not an isolated event as it affects more people who have not won
the lottery or signed lucrative sports contracts. It's an epidemic that reaches deep into the bowels
of our behavior. Masqueraded in reasons and excuses it shows up in monthly credit card statements and, if not careful, is seen quite commonly in the success of the very companies we work for.
The more revenue that a retailer generates, quite possibly the more in-debt people become as
their source for funding is in the form of plastic.
That’s not always the case, however. We lament that there are many of us who decide to pay for
things in cash that we have saved. But like Emmitt, we sometimes use cash for the things we do not
need but rather desire, which is perfectly fine as long as we adhere to Jerry Jones’ statement of,
“Have a big front door and a small back door. Take in as much as you can, and spend as little as
you can.”
WHAT TO DO
Recognize that debt to anyone without expertise in the matter is not a good thing to have if you
are trying to achieve Financial Liberty. Adding up all your debt with a plan to aggressively eliminate
it can and, in most cases, will provide more cash flow to use for more important things: the ability to
wake up and not worry about money. It starts with a budget.

Budgeting Tools
SIMPLE

BEST

Monthly Budget Spreadsheet

Mint App

You can use it in Google Sheets or download and print it. It works best as a Google
Smartsheet. View here.

financial management service.
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#3 Inspiration Creates Action
The desire to fill our tummies with a meal to satisfy our hunger is as simple as getting off our asses
and choosing something to eat. If only the road to success could be as simple as that. Well, it can.
It's as easy to satisfy your hunger as it is to create financial independence. It's just a matter of
whether you're focused on your hunger or your financial independence.
Focusing on what it is that you want, is born from a desire that ultimately creates the inspiration to
move to action—so that what you've wanted ultimately becomes your reality. The stronger the
inspiration, the faster the future takes place in the present.
WHAT TO DO
Take a long stroll by yourself or with your loved one. Bask in the peacefulness of the stroll or just
simply dare to dream again, like when you were first dating, about where you'd live, what your
home would like, the names of the kids that you would have. You remember these times, don't
you? Reactivate the creative process and at one point the solutions will come to you.

Find Your WHY

WATCH VIDEO “INSPIRATION CREATES ACTION”
FinancialLiberty.com/yourwhy
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The FINANCIAL INSPIRATION EXERCISE:
What do you want in life? Find your inspiration by finding some quiet time to reflect.
OUTCOMES/MILESTONES
IDENTIFY WHAT IT IS YOU WANT - FINDING YOUR “WHY”
Q1: What do you want to achieve?
A1: I want...
Q2: WHY do you want to achieve A1?
A2: Because I want...
Q3: WHY do you want to achieve A2?
A3:
Q4: WHY do you want to achieve A3?
A4:
Q5: WHY do you want to achieve A4?
A5:
Q6: WHY do you want to achieve A5?
A6:
Q7: WHY do you want to achieve A6?
A7:

FINANCIAL INSPIRATION EXERCISE
DOWNLOAD NOW AT
FinancialLibertyProject.com/free
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#4 Transform Your Money Habits
The Liberty System is a habit-based system that helps people change their feelings and thoughts
about money. By understanding what people want, we are able to help them identify and practice the skills needed to attain their goals for better financial awareness. By practicing these skills
daily, we are able to create sustainable habits that can turn financial awareness into Financial
Liberty.
After being inspired to take action towards Financial Liberty, you will learn the skills that create the
habits of transformation. And if you fall off the wagon and lose temporary sight of your inspiration
for action, no need to worry; you will have learned what is needed to get back on track to your
roadmap to succeeding.

WHAT TO DO
Take action today and sign up for a copy of Financial Liberty Transformation Steps.

THE FINANCIAL TRANSFORMATION STEPS
Years ago I was on a plane going somewhere I didn't want to go and doing something I
didn't want to do. It wasn't what I dreamt of doing. But I did it anyways and in the process, I
missed many things over those years. I missed first steps, first words, birthdays even. I came
to realize WHY I made these trips and did the things that I did. And then I realized that it
was part of the road I needed to take to make sure I wouldn’t miss important moments
again. Like an out-of-focus image coming to clarity with a twist of the lens, my life became
crystal clear to me, and my job went from dry and boring to passionate and exciting. My
WHY materialized.
What is your WHY? Answer these questions to help you figure out what inspires you.
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START YOUR
FINANCIAL TRANSFORMATION
11 Steps to transform your financial trajectory.
MARK
WHEN
DONE

STEPS...
Get at least your last 3 months (last 12 months best) bank statements and catalogue your
expenses in Fixed (what you have to absolutely need to live) and Variable (what you can
do without in hard times).
In both Fixed and Variable think long and hard (or maybe short and sweet) on what you
don't need to spend money on. For instance, subscriptions that you don't use and/or less
eating out. Record these monthly amounts down. This is the find the money campaign.
List your debts smallest to greatest. Write down the monthly payments and if it applies the
length of the debt.
List 3 “luxury” activities you’d like to do every year. For example, visiting relatives, taking a
cruise once a year, having a nice dinner with spouse once every 2 months.
Find out how much each luxury activity will cost and write it down.
Put at least $1,000 away in a readily available savings account.
Do you have a will? Or a Trust?
Is your retirement plan bene’s correct?
Are all your accounts in a readily accessible place for others to see in case something
happens to you?
What kind of life insurance coverage do you have and how much do you have?
Contact each creditorm if applicable, and find out the statement balance date of each
account.

The FINANCIAL TRANSFORMATION STEPS
DOWNLOAD NOW AT
FinancialLibertyProject.com/free
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#5 Replace and/or Exceed Your Earned
Income Sooner Than Later
For Melissa it’s $5,000/month, for Mark it's $10,000, and for Brooke it’s $12,000/month of sustainable
income that would mean Financial Liberty. What’s your number? How much money do you need
to live a comfortable lifestyle? Can the assets you amassed thus far provide you with a sustainable
monthly income that will last you the rest of your life? Are you working because you want to or
because you have to?

What’s your “number”?

It’s how much money you need each month to live off of and whether your
existing assets will allow that to happen.

Accumulating assets that can generate sustainable monthly income is no longer a desire for just
people who are retired or are about to retire. As a matter of fact, you don't have to be past 50
years old to start thinking about this. Go ahead and give yourself the green light to think about
achieving your number much sooner if you'd like. If you're in your twenties, think about reaching it
in your thirties. Why wait until your co-workers start disappearing to the land of retirement before
you feel the urge to think about replacing your work income with sustainable passive income?

WHAT TO DO
Calculating your number can be complicated for some people, but we have a process, the tools,
and the experience to help you get the answers you need. We invite you to contact us directly to
do this right.

KNOW YOUR NUMBER.
CALL US TODAY.
800.640.8105
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#6 Go From Forever-Tax To Never-Tax
With trillions of dollars amassed in retirement assets throughout the United States in varying
retirement-related accounts, America’s favorite Uncle (Uncle Sam) is poised to generate significant
sustainable income throughout the lives of the common retiree. The average retirement account
(e.g. 401(k), IRA) is a tax time-bomb set to explode and positioned to keep the account owner
forever-taxed. Imagine, you’ve finished some type of education, got a job, raised a family, paid for
your home, put your kids through school, and retired only to keep playing a game that keeps
giving the gift that keeps giving to…Uncle Sam.
Are you a tax time-bomb waiting to happen? Will the dollars designated for your retirement forever
be exposed to Uncle Sam and his band of merry collectors? Remember, it's not what you make, it's
what you keep and knowing the strategies to go from forever-taxed to never- taxed is as simple as
taking a few steps in the right direction.
Senator William Roth left all Americans a legacy that has yet to be fully utilized by you and me. This
legacy will change the lives of everyone who chooses to use it. What is it? Tax-free income!
WHAT TO DO
Listen to our podcast on why a Roth account may be a better option for your future.

financiallibertypodcast.blubrry.net
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#7 Learn the Rules of the Game
Imagine playing football, soccer, hockey, baseball, basketball and not knowing the rules. How
would you know that every ten yards equate to an entirely new set of four downs, or that the puck
has to cross the goal line before the buzzer sounds in order for it to count, or that shooting the ball
outside the arc in basketball is the difference between two and three points? What if you slid into a
player while going after the soccer ball only to find out that you’ve been assessed a red card, and
you didn't know what a red card was? How can you win a game if you don't know the rules of that
game? Is it possible you could win? Yes, but not likely. We’ve listed the rules above that will significantly improve your foundation and fill in the missing gaps about money that you didn't know
existed.
You’ll learn the rules to the game that you and everyone else is playing.
WHAT TO DO
Applying these rules will take practice, and with practice will come the habits formed to continue
what you've learned. Listen to our radio shows and our podcasts regularly and attend our workshops to attain the knowledge you need to fill your gaps about money.
Like anything that has a reward at the end, it will take some time to learn the rules. That's why
we’ve simplified the steps for you. We’ve broken down and listed the practice in a way that will
make it simple to better yourself and reach your goals in just about everything.

VISIT US AT
FINANCIALLIBERTYPROJECT.COM
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